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In the mid-nineteenth-century United States, as it became increasingly difficult to
distinguish between bodies understood as black, white, or Indian; able-bodied or
disabled; and male or female, intense efforts emerged to define these identities
as biologically distinct and scientifically verifiable in a literally marked body.
Combining literary analysis, legal history, and visual culture, Ellen Samuels
traces the evolution of the “fantasy of identification”—the powerful belief that
embodied social identities are fixed, verifiable, and visible through modern
science. From birthmarks and fingerprints to blood quantum and DNA, she
examines how this fantasy has circulated between cultural representations, law,
science, and policy to become one of the most powerfully institutionalized
ideologies of modern society. Yet, as Samuels demonstrates, in every case, the
fantasy distorts its claimed scientific basis, substituting subjective language for
claimed objective fact. From its early emergence in discourses about disability
fakery and fugitive slaves in the nineteenth century to its most recent
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manifestation in the question of sex testing at the 2012 Olympic Games,
Fantasies of Identification explores the roots of modern understandings of bodily
identity.
The first fully-fledged ethnography on health-related issues to come out of
contemporary Vietnam, Women's Bodies, Women's Worries is a study of
women's lives in a rural commune in Vietnam's Red River delta. Starting as an
examination of the impact of Vietnam's ambitious family planning policy on the
health and lives of rural women, the study explores historical and contemporary
socio-cultural forces which influence the lives of Vietnamese women. What
begins as an investigation of contraceptive side effects becomes an inquiry into
the daily lives of rural women, an examination of the moral ideologies by which
women's lives are circumscribed, and an exploration of the ways women
themselves manage and negotiate the moral demands and social relations which
constitute daily lives. In addition, the book provides a sympathetic account of the
everyday lives and concerns of rural women while also including theoretical
considerations of the social grounding of bodily experience, the cultural meanings
of health and illness, and the everyday politics of emotional expression.
This is a tale of a life few understand today: the human cost of Empire, where
families were torn apart - a father seen once every four years - growing up in the
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Thirties, a time much talked and written about by those who never knew it; a
strange Oxford; the war at its most savage against an enemy like no other. And
then communicating to a generation that knew not these things the values we
had fought for. It is the story of one who found a faith and who after a life longer
than most believed others should know about it. Over these years the East
followed the author until he said goodbye to it in a special way. A tale of struggle,
but of much fun and a humour that lights up its pages . You will discover after
reading this book that these years have been worth recalling.
Rising energy prices and concerns about climate change are driving us towards a new
kind of economy - a low-carbon economy. What will this low-carbon economy be like,
and what does your business have to do to prosper in this new business environment?
Larry Reynolds shows how successful organisations are already learning to be more
energy efficient, manage their carbon footprint, adapt to climate change and become
truly sustainable. As well as explaining how to future-proof your organisation against
possible threats, The Business Leader’s Guide to the Low-carbon Economy, tells you
how to make the most of the many opportunities that the low-carbon economy will
bring, especially in growing profits from new products and services. It is your guide to
creating an organisation that will thrive in the twenty-first century. While there are plenty
of published books about 'going green', there are none which explain the low-carbon
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economy and how to thrive in it. This book will fill that important gap. Drawing on
examples from across industries, including businesses such as Asda, BT, Cargill, Coca
Cola, Co-operative Group, Eurostar, Marks and Spencer, Tesco, Tesla, Walker's
Crisps, Walmart and ZipCar, Larry Reynolds shows how today’s successful
organisations are already benefiting from the coming low-carbon economy.
Through The Ranching For Profit School, Dave Pratt has helped thousands of families
on millions of acres improve their land, their lives and the profitability of their ranches. In
Healthy Land, Happy Families and Profitable Businesses, Dave shares insights and
experiences from the school and his clients that can improve the health of your land,
the happiness of your family and the profitability of your business. "A master storyteller,
Dave Pratt explains, applies, and sticks the reader with the most profound insights
you'll find in any farming business book. To have this much uncommon good sense
packed into such a readable format is unprecedented. Because it condenses decades
of experience into one volume, this book delivers more meaningful advice in a small
space than I've ever seen. I'd want this one on my shelf even if I didn't have any others.
What a delightful, wisdom-dense read." - Joel Salatin, Poly Face Farm
This book examines gender in post-revolutionary Vietnam, focusing on gender relations
in the family and state since the onset of economic reform in 1986. Drawing on a wide
range of primary sources (including surveys, interviews, and responses to film
screenings), Jayne Werner demonstrates that despite the formal institution of public
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gender equality in Vietnam, in practice women do not hold a great deal of power,
continuing to defer to men in both the family and the wider community. Contrary to
conventional analyses equating liberalisation and decentralisation with a reduced role
for the state over social relations, this book argues that gender relations continued to
bear the imprint of state gender policies and discourses in the post-socialist state. While
the household remained a highly statist sphere, the book also shows that the unequal
status of men and women in the family was based on kinship ties that provided the
underlying structure of the family and (contrary to resource theory) depended less on
their economic contribution than on family norms and conceptions of proper gendered
behaviour. Werner’s analysis explores the ways in which the Doi Moi state utilised
constructions of gender to advance its own interests, just as the communist
revolutionary regime had earlier used gender as a key strategic component of postcolonial government. Thus this book makes an important and original contribution to the
study of gender in post-socialist countries.
Written by a leading authority on the history and practice of Chinese astrology, this
comprehensive new entry in the continuing Bible series brings together all the basics on
this ancient form of divination. Filled with color photographs and beautiful illustrations, it
covers everything from the 12 animals of the zodiac to calculating your sign to creating
a detailed analysis of your chart based on the exact time of your birth. There’s also
advice on developing your horoscope further, as well as using Chinese astrology in
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conjunction with Eastern medicine and feng shui.
If you watch horses grazing pasture, you would think that they were made for each
other. You would in fact be correct; millions of years of evolution have created a
symbiotic relationship between equines (and other grazing animals) and grasslands.
Our aim as horse owners and as custodians of the land should be to replicate that
relationship on our land as closely as possible. In an ideal world, most horse owners
would like to have healthy nutritious pastures on which to graze their horses all year
round. Unfortunately, the reality for many horse owners is far from ideal. However,
armed with a little knowledge it is usually possible to make a few simple changes in
your management system to create an environment which produces healthy, horse
friendly pasture, which in turn leads to healthy 'happy' horses. Correct management of
manure, water and vegetation on a horse property is also essential to the well-being of
your family, your animals, your property and the wider environment. This book will help
to convince you that good land management is worthwhile on many levels and yields
many rewards. You will learn how to manage your land in a way that will save you time
and money, keep your horses healthy and content and be good for the environment all
at the same time. It is one of those rare win-win situations.
While growing up in northern India, away from her native place, the author was often
intrigued by her agriculturist grandfather’s constant letters to the Indian government.
More than a decade after his death, she delves deep into the letters he left behind and
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unravels a fascinating saga of her agriculturist family in her ancestral village in the
southern state of Karnataka. In an evocative narrative that spans over a century, the
author takes the readers on a journey to her ancestral land and depicts her
grandfather’s life through the various anecdotes she has collected over time. A
dedicated farmer, he passionately fought for farmers’ rights till the end of his life. Part
memoir, part history and part reportage bordering on fiction, Autumn Showers narrates
the dynamic tale of the quintessential Indian society woven closely around agriculture
and also details the challenges agriculture today faces in India and the world.

Discovering the Kingdom of God in Eastern North Carolina. A small-town boy's
adventures in the Land of Milk and Honey.
EBONY is the flagship magazine of Johnson Publishing. Founded in 1945 by
John H. Johnson, it still maintains the highest global circulation of any African
American-focused magazine.
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